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Efficiency is defined as the ratio between energy

output and energy input of a system. For the myo-

cardium, this can be described by the amount of external

work (or pressure) that is created, relative to the amount

of energy (or oxygen) that is consumed. The failing

heart is inherently ineffective: It cannot create sufficient

external work without compensatory support mecha-

nisms such as increased peripheral vasoconstriction. As

a consequence, internal effort and oxygen consumption

increase and an energetically unfavorable, inefficient

state emerges.1 Countering this harmful situation of

impaired myocardial efficiency is a primary goal of

many heart failure therapies. Accordingly, diagnostic

techniques enabling the interrogation of myocardial

efficiency may be of considerable value in heart failure

therapy and drug development.2

Traditionally, myocardial efficiency has been

defined and analyzed by directly measured pressure–

volume loops during the cardiac cycle, but this invasive

technique remains experimental and is difficult to apply

serially. In an effort to establish non-invasive estimates

of myocardial efficiency, C-11 acetate PET has emerged

as a key technique. Following intravenous injection, C-

11 acetate is taken up by the myocardium in proportion

to myocardial blood flow, where it is transformed to C-

11 acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA enters the tricarboxylic acid

(TCA) cycle where it is metabolized to carbon dioxide

which is cleared from the myocardium. The wash-out

rate of C-11 from the myocardium accordingly reflects

TCA cycle flux and thus oxidative metabolism.3 In order

to determine efficiency, measures of oxygen consump-

tion by C-11 acetate PET need to be combined with

measures of cardiac output and arterial pressure to

define work. The non-invasive work-metabolic index

has been established as a non-invasive efficiency

marker.4

Following its methodological development and

introduction, it was shown that the work-metabolic

index is indeed impaired in heart failure, where oxygen

consumption for a given amount of work is elevated.4–6

Importantly, it was shown in a series of subsequent

studies that this powerful PET-derived parameter does

not only provide mechanistic insights into cardiac

mechanics and metabolism in health and disease.7–11 It

has also been used to support the beneficial effects of

various heart failure therapies on myocardial efficiency,

including various drug therapies 4,12,13 but also devices14

and other interventions.15,16 Successful therapies

increase efficiency either by increasing the amount of

generated external work without a concomitant increase

of oxygen consumption, or by reducing the amount of

oxygen needed for maintaining the same level of

external work. Very small sample sizes of\ 20 patients

are needed to define the benefit of a therapy,13 sup-

porting the usefulness and power of C-11 acetate-based

efficiency measurement as a surrogate marker of

success.17

Given the increasing prevalence of heart failure and

the increasing spectrum of novel therapeutic options,18

PET-defined efficiency thus has a strong potential as a

serially applied imaging biomarker in heart failure drug

development.2 Yet, few studies have used this marker on

a multi-center trial level so far. One limiting factor for a

broader application is the short half-life of C-11

(20 minutes), which makes an on-site cyclotron for

tracer production a necessity. But the success and

increasing application of PET in oncology result in an

increasing availability of cyclotrons for tracer
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production, helping to overcome this issue. C-11 acetate

studies are rapidly completed in 30 min or less, so that

scanner time availability will not be critical.

A second limiting factor for C-11 acetate-based

efficiency measurements has been the need for addi-

tional measurements of cardiac work by a functional

imaging test. Cine magnetic resonance imaging,

radionuclide angiography, or echocardiography can be

done sequentially after of before PET, but this bears the

limitation that both studies are not acquired simultane-

ously, may not reflect identical conditions and may not

be used to determine rapid drug effects without repeated

exposures. For simultaneous measurements, echo can be

obtained during PET or hybrid PET-MR may be

employed, but both approaches are technically chal-

lenging for different reasons.

A solution to this limitation is provided in this issue

of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology, by researchers

from the Universities of Aarhus/Denmark and Uppsala/

Sweden. In a series of two manuscripts, Harms, Hans-

son, Sorensen, and colleagues provide key information

on a novel approach to determine efficiency from a

single dynamic C-11 acetate PET scan, without the need

for concomitant echo, MRI or other functional test-

ing.19,20 Their approach is based on using the early first

pass phase of dynamic PET for determining forward

cardiac output and on using the peak uptake phase for

determining left ventricular mass. Taken together with

systemic blood pressure and wash-out rate of C-11

acetate as a measure of oxygen consumption, this yields

all parameters necessary to determine myocardial effi-

ciency. In the first of their two papers,20 the authors

introduce their new approach in healthy controls, vali-

date it versus the best possible prior technique (a

combination of MRI and PET), and show that their

marker is sensitive to define abnormalities in two groups

of patients with valvular disease. Of note, the new

software used for analysis is freely available for non-

commercial use. In the second of their two papers,19 the

authors provide valuable information on the test–retest

repeatability of their new approach when compared to

other combinations of C-11 acetate PET and functional

testing for efficiency measurements. This work supports

the high repeatability and confirms that trials will be

possible with very low sample sizes of 15 or less to

determine effects of a therapeutic intervention by serial

measurements (the exact calculated sample sizes are

highlighted in the manuscript for each given setting).

In summary, these two important manuscripts pro-

vide key methodological advances and repeatability data

for a broader application of non-invasive efficiency

measurements in heart failure drug development in the

future. It will be up to the field of nuclear cardiology to

promote this simplified, yet very powerful technique for

a broader application in clinical trials. A broader

application based on the proposed simplified, standard-

ized analysis may lead to further evidence on a potential

prognostic value of efficiency in heart failure, and

towards a potential future of individually tailored, effi-

ciency-guided medical heart failure therapy in the

clinics. The tools are now here to work towards this

vision, which would further augment the nuclear cardi-

ology toolbox in cardiology.
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